
Identifying e-books
“It’s the same but different….”
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Drilling down into eBook identifiers -
ISBN, ISTC, DOI etc.



Why do we need identifiers?
 Why do we assign identifiers?
 Disambiguation – to distinguish things that are not the 

same
 Collocation – to bring together instances of the same 

thing
 What does “the same” mean?
 Whether things are or are not the same is always 

contextual
 For example, an ISBN identifies a class of individual 

instances as being “the same” for particular purposes –
meaning is not universal

 Why does this matter?
 Unambiguous communication……particularly from 

machine to machine



When do we need standard identifiers?
 When there is a need to communicate across 

organizational boundaries – within any sort of 
“supply chain”…

 …particularly where anyone in the supply chain 
needs to manage and aggregate information from 
multiple sources

 What matters about standard identifiers?
 That their semantic should be clear to everyone…
 …in other words,  everyone in the chain knows what type 

of thing they are identifying



“What matters is that everyone in the chain 
knows what type of thing they are identifying”
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“What matters is that everyone in the chain 
knows what type of thing they are identifying”



“Disambiguation – distinguishing things 
that are not the same”
 Under “Rules of assignment”, the 2005 revision of 

the ISBN standard (ISO 2108) says:
 Different product forms (e.g. hardcover, paperback, 

Braille, audio-book, video, online electronic publication) 
shall be assigned separate ISBNs

 Each different format of an electronic publication (e.g. 
‘.lit’, ‘.pdf’, ‘.html’, ‘.pdb’) that is published and made 
separately available shall be given a separate ISBN.

 Seemed adequate at the time but file format is not 
really, in itself,  an appropriate indicator of different 
products



What differentiates e-book products?
 Ability to render book
 Does it work on my device/platform/software?

 User’s experience and usage rights 
 What can I do with it?

 File format is only part of the story.  DRM is what 
really differentiates e-book products and platforms
 Can you really say that an e-book available without DRM 

is the same product as one with restrictive DRM,  just 
because the content and file format may be the same?

 A product needs a separate identifier if anyone in the 
supply chain needs to identify it separately



Why identify separate e-book products? 
 To ensure that the e-book ordered is the correct one 

for the user’s e-reader device and/or software 
platform

 To enable bibliographic databases to provide 
information about the different available versions of 
an e-book

 To facilitate electronic trading of e-books, particularly 
where multiple formats are sold through the same 
channel  

 To facilitate product level reporting of sales and 
usage and facilitate management of e-book products



The e-book supply chain
 For printed books, publishers assign ISBNs to each 

format, and that product and it’s ISBN remains 
constant throughout the supply chain

 For e-books, there is an additional layer of 
intermediaries providing conversion services to 
publishers and producing new e-book products

 Many publishers only produce a single generic file 
format (e.g. “.epub” or “PDF”), and intermediaries or 
Internet retailers add technical rights protection 
(DRM) and create different formats/products
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New ISBN rule introduced 2008
 Since some publishers do not provide separate 

ISBNs for each version and some customers, 
including libraries, need unique identification of 
products from different platforms with different 
functionality… 

 If a publisher does not identify each format with a 
separate ISBN, intermediaries/re-sellers may do so 
on their behalf
 Not ideal but a necessary compromise until publishers 

assign their own ISBNs
 Requires central bibliographic agency to collect and list 

ISBNs and related metadata



What’s actually happening?
 Everything.  It’s like the 1960’s before ISBN.
 Some publishers assign separate ISBNs to each 

version
 Some assign the same ISBN to all versions
 Some publishers assign an ISBN to the epub file and 

let third parties assign their own ISBNs or proprietary 
identifiers to their versions
 Sometimes these proprietary “ISBN-like” identifiers 

actually duplicate ISBNs assigned to books already 
published elsewhere
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“Whether things are or are not the same is 
always contextual”
 Results of ISBN survey 2009/2010:
 There is a need for each digital format to be 

separately identified at various points in the supply 
chain

 However there seems to be a need for a more 
abstract generic identifier to collocate different 
versions of the same books
 ISTC identifies underlying textual works and is a 

potentially useful way of aggregating different 
manifestations and their ISBNs regardless of media

 Do we need yet another identifier to identify the generic e-
book master file?  If so it shouldn’t be an ISBN



“Collocation – bringing together instances of 
the same thing”
 The International Standard Text Code
 Unambiguously identifies a textual work, even though it 

may be published in many different forms (One ISTC 
may link to many ISBNs)

 For use in improved discovery services, collocation, 
rights and royalties etc.

 Identifies content separately from the products which 
contain it

 Also identifies the relationships between items of content 
(ONIX for ISTC registration)
 e.g. Abridged,  Annotated, Compilation, Critical, Excerpt, 

Expurgated, Non-text material added or revised, Revised, 
Translated



Publisher record at work level

Example from Publishing Technology



Link to various manifestations

Example from Publishing Technology



Link to various manifestations

Example from Publishing Technology

Shared metadata 
multiple ISBNS



What about chapters and fragments?
 Are you making chapters and fragments separately 

available through the supply chain?
 Do you want them listed in trade databases?
 If  so, then treat them as individual publications and 

assign ISBNs
 Will they only be available through a single source 

(e.g. publisher’s website?)
 If so, then you can assign an internal identifier or, 

possibly,  a DOI to facilitate linking 
 (N.B. ISBN-A, the actionable ISBN, provides a simple 

syntax to enable an ISBN to be incorporated into a DOI)



In summary
 The use of a single ISBN to identify multiple e-book 

versions is confusing and potentially unsafe
 If two things are given the same identifier it becomes 

very hard to distinguish between them if/when we 
need to 

 The International ISBN Agency continues to 
recommend that publishers should assign ISBNs to 
each e-book version separately available (see latest 
FAQs)

 …but we also need to use identifiers at higher levels 
of abstraction (ISTC, others?)

 Consistent application of standard identifiers is 
essential



Thanks
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Brian Green
brian@isbn-international.org

E-Book FAQs: www.isbn-
international.org/news/view/31
ISTC:  www.istc-international.org
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